The safety of batteries is determined by numerous factors with complicated interplays, but is typically always inversely proportional to their energy/power densities. Past attempts to make such an energy storage device both energetic (as measured in Wh/kg) and powerful (as measured in W/kg) involve tightly packing a highly reactive oxidant (cathode material), reductant (anode material), and potential fuel (electrolyte) into a tiny enclosed space. The electrochemistry within these devices only proceeds along the designed pathway in the presence of protective interphases, known as the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), and generated from ad hoc decomposition chemistry of electrolyte components. Any deviation from this metastability would lead to a catastrophic "runaway" (i.e., the direct chemical reactions between the oxidants, reductants, and fuels). Following the emergence of the lithium ion battery (LIB) in the early 1990s and its rapid domination of the rechargeable battery market, increasingly higher expectations for energy/power densities were placed on this young battery chemistry by both cell and original equipment manufacturers, often at the expense of the above fragile metastability. In the past decade LIB safety incidents frequently appeared in headline news, such as laptop or cell phone fires, the fatal electric vehicle accidents, and the grounding of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner Fleet. At the center of these incidents stood the nonaqueous electrolytes, which consist of volatile and inflammable organic carbonate esters and toxic lithium salts. Wong et al. (1) have made a significant step toward eliminating this key hazard in the LIB safety by replacing those inflammable solvents with perfluoropolyethers (PFPE), and proved in concept that the electrolyte can support the lithium ion chemistry.
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There are varieties of aprotic solvents that can dissolve lithium salts, but few of them qualify as electrolyte solvents because a series of stringent requirements must be met (ion conductivity, electrochemical stability or metastability on both electrodes, wettability with the separator, chemical and electrochemical inertness with other cell parts, and so forth) (2, 3). Extending their previous success of blending fluorinated (PFPEs) and nonfluorinated polyethers, Wong et al. (1) identified such a class of solvent based on functionalized nonflammable PFPEs that satisfies most of the electrolyte prerequisites. The solvents of varying molecular weight can dissolve lithium bis(trifloromethane)sulfonamide (LiTFSI), a benign alternative to the toxic lithium salt used in the current lithium ion industry. Unlike carbonate-based solvents, such as dimethyl carbonate, the highly fluorinated solvents are intrinsically nonflammable (Fig.  1) . A surprising advantage of PFPE-based electrolytes is the ultrahigh transfer number of Li + , which has been much lower than 0.5 in state-of-the-art Li ion electrolytes because of the strong coordination of Li + by the nucleophilic carbonates ( Fig. 2A) . Close to unity t + was found in Wong et al.'s electrolytes instead, indicating that the salt dissolution must be accomplished mainly through anion-solvation, thus freeing Li + as the conducting species (Fig. 2B ). As pointed out by Wong et al., this unprecedented high Li + mobility was the result of the significantly reduced nucleophilicity of carbonyl groups by the fluorine-presence in the molecules. Placed in a Li ion device, a higher Li + -transference number can reduce the polarization resistance, compensating in part the lower ion conductivity (2.2 × 10 −5 S/cm). The above electrolytes were demonstrated with LiNi 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 -based cathode chemistry with stable cycling performance, suggesting that the nonflammable electrolyte system could enable Li ion devices with enhanced safety.
Despite its fundamental significance, the electrolyte system proposed by Wong et al.
(1) still needs major improvements to suit practical applications. Aside from cost concerns that always accompany fluorinated organic solvents, the ion conductivities (∼10 −5 S/cm) of the system are far from the ideal 10 −3 S/cm range suggested by Goodenough and Kim (4), which would impose limits on the cell chemistry kinetics and eventually the power density. This limitation is reflected in the maximum rate C/8 used in the article that is short of the C/3 goal set by the Department of Energy. The ability of these fluorinated solvents to form a protective SEI on graphitic carbon electrodes is yet
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to be proved, as the article only demonstrated cathode-half cells wherein metallic lithium was used as surrogate anode. This is a critical prerequisite for LIB electrolytes before graphite can be replaced by other more energetic candidates as anode materials. Most importantly, nonflammability does not always translate into higher tolerance against abuse in an electrochemical environment. According to Shigematsu et al. (5) , the former concerns the combustion behavior in atmosphere and the latter the electrochemical reactivity in cell environments. This finding was further supported by Wang et al. (6) , who demonstrated that even the intrinsically nonflammable ionic liquid can still lead to potential thermal runaway in the presence of charged electrode materials; therefore, although nonflammable electrolytes did help enhance thermal safety of devices in the event of cell rupture with external ignition sources, their impact on the overall LIB safety under extreme abusive conditions needs to be examined in large-format cells. The work of Wong et al. (1) represents an encouraging advance toward a safer battery regardless, and benefits perhaps not only Li ion batteries, but other "beyond Li ion" battery chemistry as well.
